The entry of vehicles into "- - - - -" section is prohibited between 7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M.

[Nissan Education Center]

- Head towards Shin-yokohama from the Hodogaya Bypass "Shin-sakuragaoka Interchange", merge into the Kanji-nigo Sen Rd., take a left turn at the first traffic light (Kan-ni Ichisawa-kamicho), take a left turn at the first traffic light, which then leads to the eastern gate of Nissan Education Center at the end of the road. (Takes about 5 min. from the Hodogaya Bypass "Shin-sakuragaoka Interchange").

- Take a left turn at the traffic light by the "Shin-sakuragaoka Interchange" exit of the Hodogaya Bypass towards Shin-yokohama, take a left turn at the second traffic light (Kan-ni Ichisawa-kamicho), take a left turn at the first traffic light, which then leads to the eastern gate of Nissan Education Center at the end of the road. (Takes about 7 min. from the Hodogaya Bypass "Shin-sakuragaoka Interchange").

- Take a right turn at the "Kan-ni Ichisawa-kamicho" intersection of the Kanji-nigo Sen Rd., take a left turn at the first traffic light, which then leads to the eastern gate of Nissan Education Center at the end of the road. (Takes about 5 min. from the Hodogaya Bypass "Shin-sakuragaoka Interchange").

Direction from the Hodogaya Bypass

- [Direction from the Tomei Expressway Yokohama IC]
- [Direction from Kariba]

Direction from Shin-yokohama

- [The direction from Shin-yokohama]

Direction from Ishigami-Totsuka

- [Direction from Ishigami-Totsuka]